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INTRODUCTION

JASON WHITWORTH

M&A PARTNER, BDO LLP
+44 (0)7990 532 296
jason.whitworth@bdo.co.uk

In a rapidly changing and increasingly
competitive market, the level of investment and
transactional activity in the Logistics and Supply
Chain sector has remained strong.
Welcome to our 2019 M&A report. The global logistics
market continues to go through immense change. Modern
supply chain services encompassing global manufacturing
and distribution right through to last mile delivery are
becoming more complicated and increasing customer
expectations with more complex patterns of customer
demand is driving change. New entrants, without asset
heavy balance sheets or legacy systems, are looking to
exploit technology and explore new “sharing” business
models. Businesses must improve customer satisfaction and
optimise efficiencies today whilst preparing for the supply
chain challenges of tomorrow, where issues such as the
environment are taking an ever increasing prominence.
With this focus on change businesses are continuing to look
to differentiate their service proposition and build
competitive advantage, by developing or acquiring
innovative and scalable platforms and by delivering
efficiencies through scale and consolidation.
Global M&A activity in 2018 remained steady, despite
continued geopolitical uncertainties, the protectionist
policies of trade disputes and decelerating economic growth
in China and the emerging markets.
Total global M&A volumes increased by 1.1% while aggregate
deal value saw a huge 92% increase reflecting a significant
shift to larger deals. Average deal value increased 90%.
Whilst Q1 2019 appears to have started slowly, CMA CGM’s
£1.76bn acquisition of CEVA Logistics completed in April and
terms of DSV’s proposed $4.6bn acquisition of Panalpina
were announced on 1 April indicating activity is continuing.

In Europe and in particular the UK, the industry has had to
manage the continued uncertainties of Brexit. The latest Q1
2019 GDP figures suggest the economy shrugged off these
uncertainties by outperforming Europe, boosted by
unprecedented levels of stockpiling ahead of March’s
deadline and retail spending which showed little sign of
Brexit-induced weakness. However, it is unlikely either is
sustainable and a corresponding dip should follow as
companies start to work through stocks.
UK deal volumes increased 48%, but there was only a 1%
increase in aggregate value highlighting a shift to lower
value deals. Interestingly, the UK remains attractive
to overseas investment with international investors being
buyers in 43% of transactions in 2018.
With no clear sense of what form Brexit may take, or
whether it will actually happen at all, the next 12 months
will undoubtedly bring further challenges. However, there
will be opportunity to benefit for proactive market
participants who plan ahead.
In considering strategic change, I welcome the contribution
from Alan Waller, Vice President for Supply Chain Innovation
at EFESCO and professor at Cranfield University, who has
shared his research on the role of leadership in driving
strategic change and the need for CEOs and the boardroom
to embrace supply chain as a value added process.
I am also grateful to a number of industry leaders who have
shared their views as to the key issues that have impacted
their business and their outlook for the coming year and
beyond. There is some real alignment in key themes and
messages, including a continued appetite for M&A. With
businesses and financial institutions continuing to be
exceptionally well capitalised I would anticipate it will
continue to be an interesting year for transactional activity.
I hope this annual review provides some meaningful insights
into the sector. Should you wish to discuss any of the areas
covered in further detail, I would be delighted to hear
from you.
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SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP

DRIVING CHANGE AT BOARDROOM LEVEL

PROFESSOR ALAN WALLER OBE

Vice President for Supply Chain
Innovation at EFES0 and Professor at
Cranfield University

THE ROLE OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Supply Chain thinking needs to be embraced by CEOs and
the Board Rooms of Retailers, e-tailers and Manufacturers
to leverage capability across the end-to-end Supply Chain
to create a step-change in business performance.
Success in today’s market place is dependent on creating
a compelling customer proposition, promoting this into
the market place, and satisfying the resultant demand –
supporting the outcomes of customer satisfaction and
indeed also dissatisfaction.
Effective supply chain capability is critical to this: one
example is omni-channel retailing. Customers are looking
for this capability which means viewing, choosing, paying
for, receiving and returning the product if not needed,
and in many cases support for the product if they decide
to keep it. Customers want the options to carry out each
of the above processes through different channels: retail
store, catalogue, website, home delivery, click and
collect, etc.
For the retailer/brand owner, all of this is complex to
create and costly to implement and operate.
It requires strategic thinking and collaboration both within
the business and with supply chain partners, to create a
shared vision and an effective strategy.
The subsequent implementation of a new strategy
is essential to success, but can be both complex
and expensive.
Ultimately, supply chain thinking needs to be embraced
by CEOs and the boardrooms of retailers, e-tailers and
manufacturers to leverage capability across the end-toend chain to create a step-change in business
performance.

Companies have experienced success rates
averaging 50% in driving through successful change
involving supply chain strategic initiatives,
according to early research carried out by
Cranfield School of Management, and sponsored by
EFESO Consulting.
The research also notes the key ‘get-rights’ for successful
change. Barriers involving people made up 80% of the
identified constraints to be overcome, compared with
technology barriers that made up the remaining 20%.
Subsequent research showed businesses experiencing improved
overall success rates of over 60%, but leaving many still failing
to take strategic change forward to realise the planned
benefits. This research focussed on leadership and change
management requirements and highlighted critical new
guidelines for the board around leadership and change
management behaviour.
We extract here some reflections on what this means in
practice for today’s supply chain leaders in a complex and
challenging environment.
WHAT BOARDROOMS NEED TO ADDRESS
The key ingredients for successful implementation of change
include effective raw material sourcing, flexible
manufacturing and multiple channels to market - but also the
critical role of the CEO and the Board. It is vital they embrace
the supply chain as a value-added process to drive
strategic change.
Failure to be successful in strategic change is a double hit,
because you have not only wasted all of your effort, but you
also have a business without a strategy.
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THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY – AND PEOPLE

THE ROLE OF CHALLENGE

It is a temptation to identify new technology and say ‘how
can we use it?’. That may create some interesting results,
but we have to be led by the business strategy. Looking at
new technologies that have emerged in industry, such as
barcodes, containerization, RFID, robotics or autonomous
vehicles, these are fantastic innovations but they should
be used on the basis of their merits to the business, not
simply because other organizations are using them. The
business case must come first and be driven by strategy,
and strategy must be driven by the vision for succeeding
in the market place.

Too many risk assumptions are not realistic. If you have
the same people round the boardroom table every
month, having the same conversation, they get
blinkered, they talk the same language. They persuade
each other that route A is the one and that route B will
never happen. You are left with this dangerous form of
‘group think’.

A key requirement for modern supply chain leaders is
to embrace technological change, but technology should
follow rather than lead. Technology is there to support
the organization’s processes, systems and strategy, which
are themselves driven by the customer’s needs in the
marketplace.
THE RISKS OF CHANGE
Businesses must embrace change, because if a company
is changing slower than its competitors, it is losing
competitive advantage and going backwards. Change is
necessary, but change carries risk - this reality should not
become an excuse for inaction. Instead the risks need to be
laid bare and managed to maximise the probability
of success.
The recent problems at KFC are an example of supply
chain risk in action. Risk has historically been tackled by
looking at impact on existing operations: “We are doing
this, what can happen to disrupt what we’re doing?”
Traditional risk management mindsets are about trying
to prevent that happening, estimating the probability
and the impact, taking preventive action and having
contingencies in place in case it does happen.
However, a broader view is needed in the modern era,
beyond simply looking at risk to existing operations.
If business strategy is about change, and if we accept
that doing nothing is not an option, then to do anything
strategic is, by nature, a new risk. Strategic supply chain
review is putting risk into the business that wasn’t there
before. When KFC decided to reallocate the inbound
logistics to DHL to deliver to 650 outlets, that’s a
strategic direction, which introduced a risk into
the business.

If you have no disruptive influencer around the table,
then the conversation and people themselves can
become fixated and can end up with very poor decisions.
It is human nature that people don’t like to talk about
the serious things that might go wrong. They like to talk
about familiar risks. In practice, they are managing risk
within their comfort zone, but real risk management is
about getting outside the comfort zone.
THE CONSIDERATION OF SUPPLY CHAIN IN M&A
ACTIVITIES
Many companies fail to exploit the opportunities that can
arise by looking at the potential synergies between
different operating divisions. These can be significant, in
particular where there are commonalities of products or
product characteristics, similar inbound material supply
patterns, internal transport movements or channels
to market.
Savings in procurement costs, transport and warehousing
costs, and inventory levels, can often be achieved by
looking at internal collaboration between previously
independently run operating divisions. There can also
be opportunities to improve customer delivery frequency
by combining deliveries into the market place.
Only too often acquisitions are made on the ‘as is’
logistics costs and performance, rather than the ‘what
could be’ logistics cost and performance following the
merger. The opportunities should to be assessed in
advance of the acquisition as part of the due diligence
activity, which requires logistics and supply chain
expertise. It is rather late in the process if these
synergies are looked at only after the deal is closed.
An Interim White Paper summarising the practical
research findings was published in 2018 and is available
by request. The joint Cranfield/EFESO research
programme is continuing in 2019 and will lead to the
publication of a final White Paper.
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MARKET INSIGHTS

EVOLUTION OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN

JAMES MANNION
M&A, BDO LLP

+44 (0)7779 964 914
james.mannion@bdo.co.uk

Against a backdrop of ongoing price pressures
and scarcity of quality personnel, particularly
drivers, we share insights from a number of
leading industry figures as to their challenges
and opportunities in the changing landscape in
the following pages.
It is interesting how throughout the conversations
technology continues to play a significant part in the
development of the supply chain, be it increased use of
automation in warehousing or the continued rise of ecommerce and e-fulfilment.
The cost benefits associated with automation are clear,
reducing manual error, and providing real time feedback
on things such as freight rates, allowing businesses to
respond almost instantly to changes in the supply chain,
increasing flexibility. These same benefits can provide
increased customer service. At its finest, automation helps
support scalability and speed within supply chain
businesses, driving efficiency, eliminating waste and saving
money, all of which positively impact the bottom line.
Those achieving success are able to add value through
innovative solutions whilst being able to manage their own
cost base. Global businesses such as DHL are addressing
this through installation of global control towers and
supply chain integrator IT solutions to support their
customers. This is a prime example of genuine value added
services generating measurable cost savings and
operational improvements whilst maintaining no
production losses.

Interestingly, other global logistics parties such as XPO
have highlighted the importance of full supply chain
transparency, having invested significantly in their last
mile delivery offering for heavy goods across north
America.
In the UK the continued growth of e-commerce and efulfilment means that last mile logistics is crucial.
Customers, whether businesses or individuals, want full
transparency on their orders and accountability throughout
the supply chain, leading to the requirement for full endto-end visibility throughout a products life cycle.
There are many challenges associated with this, not least
navigating the changing environmental landscape of urban
areas - traffic, parking regulations and tariffs being
just a few.
Businesses who are able to provide niche solutions in the
sector continue to perform well. Those providing ancillary
services, be it assembly and installation, returns, repacking
or same day delivery, are well placed to thrive.
Finally, the need for consolidation is a common message.
There is a need for scale to generate cost savings and
efficiencies to maintain competitive positioning across all
areas of logistics.
It was a pleasure to speak to these contributors and I trust
you also appreciate their insights.
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MARKET INSIGHTS
THE PEOPLE

MALCOLM JOHNSTONE
CEO – ACS&T LOGISTICS

CHRIS FENTON
MD – INDUSTRIALS & TRANSPORT, WINCANTON PLC

ACS&T Logistics provide quality BRC accredited food
logistics solutions for all temperatures from field to table.
Providing food distribution and value-add services including
blast freezing, temperature controlled storage, co-packing
and production support.

Wincanton is the largest British logistics firm, providing
supply chain consultancy and solutions to some of the
world’s most admired brands. Employing over 17,500
people across more than 200 sites, they have a fleet of
3,600 vehicles.

COLIN BROWN
CFO – SUPER GROUP

PAUL CARVELL
CHAIRMAN – THE DELIVERY GROUP (TDG)

Super Group is a leading transport logistics and mobility
group providing end-to-end supply chain solutions, fleet
management and dealership services to a diversified
global customer base. Its supply chain division operates
across Southern Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Germany
and the UK.

TDG operates a national network of e-commerce and
specialist mail services, delivering almost one billion items
a year for leading international businesses and major ecommerce brands. Employing over 500 staff and supported
by market leading technology, the company delivers
domestically and internationally to over 200 countries.

PAUL MCCOURT
CFO – MENZIES DISTRIBUTION
Menzies Distribution is a time-critical logistics business with
more than 50 depot locations across the UK and Ireland.
They specialise in retail delivery, carrying news products
and travel brochures to tens of thousands of locations every
day, alongside parcel and freight logistics across the UK.
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How did you find trading over the last year?
COLIN BROWN

MALCOLM JOHNSTONE

PAUL CARVELL

The overall market has been tough,
linked to consumer pressures and
lower levels of consumer
confidence. We have seen the
effects of political pressures
internationally, especially the
impact of “Diesel-gate”. We
continue to see a strong
performance where we add value in
niche services, where we have scale,
and where we are competitive on
price. The provision of high quality
services and technological solutions
has presented opportunities.

Stock levels are up in cold storage
markets due largely to planning
around Brexit, therefore our
industry is seeing strong utilisation.
Hence revenues have been solid but
there is some pressures on costs.
Clients have been emboldened in
price negotiations citing high
utilisation as a cause for
lower prices.

GDPR regulation has had a
significant impact and the direct
marketing industry has seen volumes
depressed by 5 to 7%. However,
necessity is the mother of invention,
and it has led to innovative solutions
for customers. Despite cost base
increases brought about by living
wage costs and auto-enrolment, we
have remained competitive and we
have delivered exceptional
performance. This has been
achieved by delivering operational
improvements, cost efficiencies and
increased automation.

What do your perceive to be the largest challenges over the next 12 months?
MALCOLM JOHNSTONE

CHRIS FENTON

Securing support for capital
investment given the continued
uncertain environment. Additionally,
attracting and retaining drivers
remains a challenge.

The industry needs to deliver greater levels of diversity to ensure that logistics
careers are appealing to all parts of the UK. This will help sustain the long-term
industry demand for driving labour and to improve the age & gender
demographic of our valued driving workforce; 63% of LGV drivers in the UK are
now over the age of 45. The extent to which Brexit will exacerbate this is still
unknown. Our own experience as a business is that our driver numbers from EU
countries, have so far remained static. We continue to work with our European
colleagues to drum home the message that they valued and we want them
to stay.

COLIN BROWN
I anticipate consumer pressures to
continue. Competitors with spare
capacity are able to price very
aggressively, pricing below cost in
order to fill warehouses and fleets.
Retailers have been able to exploit
this in their tender processes. We
continue to focus on our efficiencies
throughout the supply chain process.

With regards recruitment, our priority is to offer a career path, not just a job.
We understand the need to recognise talent and support the professional
development of our colleagues, providing the opportunity for a flexible role,
part or full time, servicing leading brands across a diverse range of sectors.
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MARKET INSIGHTS

Have you seen any impact of Brexit?
MALCOLM JOHNSTONE

CHRIS FENTON

Our industry has seen significant
stockpiling as food producers and
manufacturers plan for Brexit.

We started to see a change in buying patterns over the last 6 months of 2018.
We saw most demand from FMCG with a long shelf life and non-food
infrastructure.
Customers are demanding more flexibility. Many customers have made shortterm tactical investments in stock, raw materials and packaging, rather than
long term investments in space and automation.

PAUL MCCOURT
Curtailing the flexibility of EU
drivers operating in the UK will be
to the detriment of the industry,
which is already seeing driver
shortages.

Wincanton is acting proactively to be able to manage increased activity at the
ports and borders by increasing its collaborative warehousing with partners,
using our Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status to provide additional duty
deferred warehousing capacity. We in turn have stockpiled high volume
consumable vehicle parts for our fleet and our fleet services business to ensure
availability.

PAUL CARVELL
Business confidence is low, which has a significant impact on the financial
services area of the business due to the reduction in IPO’s.
Outside of this the business is in a good place whatever the outcome. We
continue to invest in technology, acquisitions and a new depot.

What do you see as key drivers for growth in your business?
PAUL MCCOURT

COLIN BROWN

PAUL CARVELL

Our long term publisher agreements
are supporting our investment in our
extensive fleet of over 1,000 artics
and Sprinter vans. We have the
opportunity to improve productivity
by utilising this fleet during the day
across adjacent markets.

Niche areas where we can exploit
our strengths, efficiencies and cost
reduction. Investment in robotic
automation and technical solutions
to defend against the ongoing cost
squeeze. Acquisitions remain a key
part of our strategy to complement
the existing business in order to
provide scale and access to
additional niche areas.

We continue to keep a close eye on
cost and the opportunity to increase
the use of technology and
automation. Developing new
products and increasing our range of
services for our customers to
provide a one stop solution which
will be of particular interest to
SMEs.
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Where do you see the greatest opportunity for the logistics sector?
PAUL MCCOURT

COLIN BROWN

MALCOLM JOHNSTONE

Businesses who can satisfy
heightening customer expectations
around service by providing
tracking, estimated time of arrival,
automated proof of delivery and
other such services will prosper.

Millennials’ expectations around
online shopping, and a continuing
increase in home deliveries, present
a significant change in supply chain.
Those companies that can work out
cost effective solutions will be the
ones who succeed in this
changing market.

There continues to be changes
driven by legislation and social
pressure around environmental
protection that are impacting the
logistics industry. This in part links
in to the increased significance
placed on consignment tracking, and
transport optimisation systems. In
order to survive in this market
businesses will need to look to
movement consolidation and the
uptake of electric vehicles in the
supply chain.

As smaller providers struggle to
achieve these expectations,
consolidation will be the route
to success.

PAUL CARVELL

CHRIS FENTON

Continued growth in the ecommerce market and high
customer expectations for deliveries
and returns presents major
opportunities to the market. As a
result, the customer is now driving
the supply chain.

We expect to see much wider
integration of technology into both
our own and our customers’
businesses. What is important is that
business leaders look at the broader
picture and consider how the
technologies work together and how
they converge.

We expect that consolidation will
continue in the market as scale
provides opportunity.

Our strategy is to identify and
partner with the best in class
technology providers and work with
them to integrate market leading
technologies into the business.
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GLOBAL M&A ACTIVITY

GLOBAL DEAL VOLUME AND VALUE 2015-2019 (Q1)
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2018 saw a 1% increase in transaction volume, to
261 from 258, and a more significant 92%
increase in disclosed deal values to £32.4bn,
the highest value in the period reviewed. This
reflected a general trend to higher average
deal values.

AVERAGE DEAL VALUE 2015-2019(Q1)
The average deal value in 2018 was £124.1m, a significant
increase on £65.4m in 2017. Excluding the two largest deals
in 2018 which distort the figures, the average deal value
was £76.1m, an increase of 16.4% on 2017, reaffirming the
shift to higher deal values.

Whilst the number of mega deals (above £1bn) fell, the deal
value was driven by a number of deals:
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The £7.9bn acquisition of Orient Overseas
(International) Limited by COSCO SHIPPING and
Shanghai International Port Group
The £5.2bn acquisition of Sydney Motorway Corporation
by Transurban Group; Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board; AustralianSuper Pty Ltd; Tawreed
Investments Ltd.

Note, we have excluded from our analysis the £27.1bn
acquisition of Abertis Infraestructuras by a consortium led
by ACS, S.A. as it significantly skewed the data.
Q1 2019 has started 42% lower in terms of deal volumes
compared to 2018 driven by global economic pressures
impacting appetite.
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ACTIVE BUYERS

ACTIVE BUYERS IN THE MARKET BY
VOLUME AND LOCATION 2018

MOST ACTIVE BUYERS IN THE MARKET BY VOLUME 2018
BUYER

LOCATION

Transurban Group
TFI International Inc.
VTB Bank
StayLock Storage, LLC
Manitoulin Transport Inc.
Kirby Corporation
HOCHTIEF Aktiengesellschaft
H2 Equity Partners B.V.
Unity Invest AS
TASCO Berhad
DP World PLC
Shenzhen Investment Holdings Co., Ltd.
PT Metro Pacific Tollways Indonesia
COSCO Shipping

Asia Pacific
US & Canada
UK & Ireland
US & Canada
US & Canada
US & Canada
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific

NO. OF TRANSACTIONS
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Asia Pacific

Europe

UK & Ireland

US & Canada

Source: Capital IQ

Asia Pacific is home to a number of the most prolific acquirers completing multiple transactions.
Australian listed business, Transurban Group, one of the world’s largest toll-road operators, has been the most active buyer,
completing four transactions in 2018 with a total value of £5.8bn. As an infrastructure business, the transactions have
focussed on toll roads and motorway projects. The £5.2bn acquisition of Sydney Motorway Corporation Pty Limited is part of
an integrated transport plan creating a motorway network in Australia.
This continues the trend seen in 2017 when Spain’s Abertis Infraestructuras was the most prolific transactor, completing 7
deals. Abertis was itself acquired in 2018 highlighting the ongoing consolidation in the wider logistics market.
MOST ACTIVE BUYERS IN THE MARKET BY VALUE 2018
BUYER
COSCO SHIPPING Co & Shanghai
International Port Group
Transurban Group
China Merchants Port Group Co.,
Ltd.
IFM Investors Pty Ltd
Source: Capital IQ

LOCATION

DEAL VALUE (£m)

Asia Pacific

8,204

Asia Pacific

5,837

Asia Pacific

2,885

Europe

2,469

Transurban Group’s four acquisitions highlight the
pattern of large scale acquisitions in the logistics
infrastructure space.
COSCO Shipping received approval from China’s antitrust authorities to acquire OOCL making the
enlarged group the third largest container shipping
company in the world. 2018 also saw COSCO
Shipping complete the acquisition of Singaporean
integrated logistics services provider Cogent
Holdings. Cogent is a pioneering logistics business
with the world’s first multi-level ramp up warehouse
including a rooftop container depot with capacity
for 16k TEUs.
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M&A BY SECTOR

GLOBAL DEAL VALUE BY SUBSECTOR

Freight logistics has consistently seen the greatest volume and value of transactions, accounting for
47% of transaction volume and 43% of deal value.
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GLOBAL DEAL VOLUME BY SUBSECTOR 2019 – 2017
2019

Courier Services
Freight logistics
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Transport infrastructure
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Freight handling
Transportation industry software

Source: Capital IQ

Transport infrastructure deal volumes have remained
steady (46 in 2018 compared to 45 in 2017). however,
there has been a seismic shift in deal values with total
deal values in this subsector hitting £13.1bn, a 281%
increase on £3.4bn in 2017. 73% of 2018 infrastructure
deal value is derived from just four large deals with
aggregate value of £9.5bn.
In addition, 2018 saw the £27bn acquisition of Abertis
Infraestructuras which has been removed from our data
given its exceptional scale.
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS

REGIONAL DEAL VOLUMES BY TARGET GEOGRAPHY

Europe remained a vital part of the M&A landscape in 2018, accounting for 46% of volume and
30% of value.
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Europe (including UK and Ireland) has consistently led the way for deal volumes with 97 transactions completed,
representing 46% of overall activity. This is down 13% from 111 in 2017. In Q1 2019 the US & Canada have been particularly
active as both buyer and target in terms of transaction volume.
Asia Pacific accounts for 20% of all logistics and supply chain management businesses acquired in 2018. However, the
aggregate deal value of Asia Pacific transactions of £19.1bn accounts for 59% of all transactions by value. This includes the
£7.9bn acquisition of Orient Overseas (International) Limited.
REGIONAL DEAL VOLUMES BY BUYER GEOGRAPHY
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DEAL MULTIPLES
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The average Logistics & Supply Chain
Management transaction EV/EBITDA multiple in
2018 was 13.8x, compared to 12.8x in 2017.
Logistics software deals consistently return the
highest multiples with an average of 19.1x
EBITDA in 2018.
The increase on 2017 reflects a shift in 2018 to more large
higher multiple infrastructure deals (40% of deal value in
2018 versus 20% in 2017) and a decline in proportion of
freight logistics (43% of deal value in 2018 versus
68% in 2017).
A notable example of the high multiples seen in logistics
software was the acquisition of Trinium Technologies by
Wisetech Global Limited’s for £39.2m, at a 19.1x EBITDA
multiple. Trinium is a software solution provider for
multimodal trucking operations in the United States
and Canada.

GLOBAL AVERAGE EV/EBITDA MULTIPLES 2015-2019(Q1)
20.0x
18.0x
16.0x
14.0x
12.0x
10.0x
8.0x
6.0x
4.0x
2.0x
0.0x

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Multiples have shown an upward quarterly trend over the last
four years, albeit they have fallen in Q4 2018 and Q1 2019.
Q1 2019 experienced lower multiples, averaging at 12.9x
compared with 13.8x across 2018, and may reflect some
softening in the trend over the last six months.
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UK AND IRELAND

UK AND IRELAND DEAL VOLUME AND VALUE 2015-2019 (Q1)
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2018 saw 43 deals complete in the UK and Ireland compared to 29 in 2017. Eight of these were direct investments by
financial institutions.
Overseas investment into the UK remains strong, representing 35% of transactions, an increase from 21% in 2017.
2018 total deal value has increased marginally to £830m, from £821m in 2017. Average deal value has decreased to £19.3m
from £28.3m in 2017. Key transactions in the year included:
TARGET

BUYER

EV (£M)

Harry Yearsley

Lineage LLC

P2P Mailing

FedEx Corporation

92

Menzies Distribution

Endless LLP

75

CM Downtown

EmergeVest

75

The Pallet Network

Eddie Stobart

53

ABC Self Store Services

Shurguard Self Storage

50

n/d

Source: Capital IQ, MergerMarket

UK & IRELAND SALES BY BUYER REGION

UK AND IRELAND TRANSACTION VOLUME BY SUBSECTOR
2019
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Courier Services
Freight logistics
Warehousing & Storage
Transport infrastructure
Dock & pier operations
Freight handling
Transportation industry software
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BDO TRANSACTIONS

GBA MBO

THE PALLET NETWORK

THE DELIVERY GROUP

BDO acted as Lead Advisor to GBA Group on
their minority investment from Towerbrook
Capital Partners.

100% sale of The Pallet Network Limited to
Eddie Stobart., Full exit for LDC. 35%
deferred for management.

BDO has advised the management team on
its acquisition of the Delivery Group from
Next Wave Partners. , Post-acquisition,
the Group, comprising of Secured Mail and
CMS, will be led by Steve Stokes who will
become the Group CEO. The business
will continue to build on its strong financial
performance and expand further into
high growth service lines such as global
e-commerce delivery. BDO provided
lead advisory and tax services to
the management.

SALE OF ONEPOST TO THE
DELIVERY GROUP

SALE OF CORE MANAGEMENT
LOGISTICS TO RHENUS

BDO’s M&A team advised Portishead-based
ONEPOST on its sale to e-commerce and
specialist mail services provider The
Delivery Group.

BDO has advised the shareholders on
the sale of Core Management Logistics
to Rhenus Logistics.

XPEDIATOR

YUSEN

DNATA

AIM listed Xpediator agreed to acquire
Anglia Forwarding Group Limited

BDO provided financial and tax due
diligence and tax structuring services
to Yusen on its acquisition of ILG

Global air services provider dnata has
acquired Qantas' catering businesses Q
Catering Limited and Snap Fresh Pty
Limited.

CONTRALOAD

WALKERS

Contraload acquired Packaging Logistics
Services Limited group

Total Capital Partners support MBO of
Walkers Transport.

Xpediator also acquired Southamptonbased contract logistics and
warehousing business Import Services
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BDO UK

BDO INTERNATIONAL

BDO GLOBAL CORPORATE FINANCE

BDO CORPORATE
FINANCE UK
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QUOTED COMPANY TRADING MULTIPLES

COMPANY NAME

DESCRIPTION

Ryder System, Inc.

Ryder System, Inc. provides transportation and supply chain management solutions worldwide. The company
operates through three segments: Fleet Management Solutions (FMS), Dedicated Transportation Solutions
(DTS), and Supply Chain Solutions (SCS).

FedEx Corporation

FedEx Corporation provides transportation, e-commerce, and business services worldwide.

United Parcel Service, Inc.

United Parcel Service, Inc. provides letter and package delivery, specialized transportation, logistics, and
financial services. It operates through three segments: U.S. Domestic Package, International Package, and
Supply Chain & Freight.

J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc. J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides surface transportation and delivery
services in the continental United States, Canada, and Mexico. It operates through four segments: Intermodal
(JBI), Dedicated Contract Services (DCS), Integrated Capacity Solutions (ICS), and Truckload (JBT).
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.

C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., a third party logistics company, provides freight transportation services and
logistics solutions to companies in various industries worldwide. The company operates through three
segments: North American Surface Transportation, Global Forwarding, and Robinson Fresh.

Kuehne + Nagel International AG

Kuehne + Nagel International AG, together with its subsidiaries, provides integrated logistics services
worldwide.
The company operates through four segments: Seafreight, Airfreight, Overland, and Contract Logistics.

DFDS A/S

DFDS A/S provides ferry shipping services and transport solutions in Europe. The company operates through
two divisions, Shipping and Logistics.

A.P. Møller - Mærsk A/S

A.P. Møller - Mærsk A/S operates as an integrated transport and logistics company worldwide. The company’s
Maersk Line segment provides container shipping services.

Royal Mail plc

Royal Mail plc operates as an universal postal service provider in the United Kingdom and other European
countries. It offers parcels and letter delivery services under the Royal Mail and Parcelforce Worldwide
brands.

DSV A/S

DSV A/S provides transport and logistics services in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, North America and South
America, Asia, Australia, and the Pacific. The company operates through three divisions: Air & Sea, Road, and
Solutions.

Wincanton plc

Wincanton plc, together with its subsidiaries, provides logistic and supply chain solutions in the United
Kingdom and Ireland. It operates through Retail & Consumer and Industrial & Transport segments.

Agility Public Warehousing
Company K.S.C.P.

Agility Public Warehousing Company K.S.C.P., together with its subsidiaries, engages in the provision of
logistics and related services in the Middle East, Europe, Asia, the United States, and Africa.

Kerry Logistics Network
Limited

Kerry Logistics Network Limited provides logistics services in Asia and internationally. It operates through
Logistics Operations, Hong Kong Warehouse, and International Freight Forwarding segments.

XPO Logistics, Inc.

XPO Logistics, Inc. provides transportation and logistics services in the United States, North America, France,
the United Kingdom, Spain, Europe, Asia, and internationally.

Eddie Stobart Logistics plc

Eddie Stobart Logistics plc operates as a logistics and supply chain company in the United Kingdom and
internationally.

Chilled & Frozen Logistics
Holdings Co., Ltd.

Chilled & Frozen Logistics Holdings Co., Ltd. operates in low temperature food logistics business in Japan. It
offers cargo transportation and warehouse services.

STEF S.A.

STEF S.A. provides controlled-temperature road transport and logistics services. It transports fresh and frozen
foods, and seafood products for various sectors of the food industry; and manages frozen, fresh, and
temperature sensitive and dry food products logistic services for manufacturers, retailers, and out-of-home
foodservice outlets.

Snowman Logistics Limited

Snowman Logistics Limited provides integrated temperature-controlled logistics services in India. The
company operates through Temperature Controlled Services and Ambient Services segments. It offers
warehousing solutions that cover ambient, chilled, frozen, and blast freezing facilities.

Norish plc

Norish plc, together with its subsidiaries, provides temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics services
to food manufacturers, importers, wholesalers, retailers, and distributors in the United Kingdom and Ireland.

Deutsche Post AG

The Deutsche Post AG, operating under the trade name Deutsche Post DHL Group, is a German postal service
and international courier service company, the world's largest.

Clipper Logistics plc

Clipper Logistics plc provides logistics services in the UK, specialising in retail, fashion and high-value goods.

Source: Capital IQ
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MARKET CAP

NET DEBT

EV

REVENUE

EBITDA

EV/REVENUE

EV/EBITDA

2,615.9

5,023.1

7,639.0

6,443.6

1,554.6

1.2x

4.9x

37,926.4

11,910.6

49,837.0

53,024.5

6,731.5

0.9x

7.4x

74,420.3

13,594.0

88,026.6

55,063.5

5,873.3

1.6x

15.0x

8,582.1

878.4

9,460.4

6,601.1

855.8

1.4x

11.1x

9,391.6

741.5

10,133.1

12,743.6

761.7

0.8x

13.3x

13,005.1

(158.5)

12,851.2

15,906.9

891.3

0.8x

14.4x

1,997.0

982.8

2,989.1

1,818.0

339.5

1.6x

8.8x

18,929.5

5,046.5

24,477.8

29,898.3

2,979.2

0.8x

8.3x

2,492.0

490.0

2,982.0

10,275.0

681.0

0.3x

4.4x

11,815.3

682.6

12,494.5

9,144.2

682.7

1.4x

18.3x

287.2

24.2

311.4

1,172.7

62.9

0.3x

5.0x

3,351.3

329.7

3,813.5

3,898.5

364.9

1.0x

10.1x

2,391.4

484.5

3,230.1

3,726.7

278.3

0.9x

11.2x

5,000.2

2,948.5

8,282.8

13,240.0

1,159.3

0.6x

7.1x

366.3

159.7

526.0

843.1

57.1

0.6x

9.1x

218.5

112.0

335.5

738.0

60.4

0.5x

5.5x

897.7

600.9

1,500.8

2,677.2

195.6

0.6x

7.6x

62.3

13.0

75.3

24.8

6.1

0.7x

7.9x

19.5

4.9

24.4

36.8

3.1

3.0x

12.3x

31,791.4

10,796.4

42,832.2

53,342.2

4,016.5

0.8x

10.7x

264.0

44.0

308.0

428.4

27.8

0.7x

11.4x
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RECENT UK DEALS

DATE

TARGET

BIDDER

TRANSACTION VALUE
(£M)

Mar 18

P2P Mailing

FedEx Corporation

92

Jul 18

Menzies Distribution

Endless LLP

75

Jun 18

The Pallet Network

Eddie Stobart

Nov 18

Harry Yearsley

Lineage LLC

Oct 18

ABC Selfstore Services Ltd

Shurgard Self Storage SA

53
n.d.
50.0

Sept 18 Dicom Transportation Group

Royal Mail (General Logistics
Systems)

May 18

Mandata Ltd.

LDC (Managers) Limited

20.0

Apr 18

Prohire Limited

Northedge Capital LLP

40.0

Apr 18

Smart Storage Ltd.

Kangaroo Self Storage Limited

13.0

Mar 18

C M Downton (Haulage Contractors) Limited

EmergeVest Limited

75.0

Feb 18

Connect Plus M25 Limited

Equitix Limited

42.0

Jan 18

Sutton Harbour Holdings plc

FB Investors LLP

43.2

Dec 17

Connect Plus M25 Limited

Dalmore Capital Limited

62.0

Nov 17

Stork Self Storage (Holdings) Limited

Safestore Holdings plc

56.0

Oct 17

Two modern Big Box logistics facilities at
Prologis Park in Staffordshire

Tritax Big Box REIT plc

78.5

214.0

Oct 17

George Walker Transport Ltd

Total Capital Partners LLP

Aug 17

The Self Storage Company

Schroder Real Estate Investment
Management Limited

12.0
44.0

May 17

Pentalver Transport Limited

GWI UK Acquisition Company Limited

86.9

Mar 17

Airport Property Partnership

SEGRO Plc

365.0

Feb 17

Gruppo Investimenti Portuali SPA

InfraVia; Infracapital

126.9

Jan 17

Zenith Vehicle Contracts Limited

Bridgepoint Advisers Limited

750.0

Nov 16

Jo Tankers AS, Chemical Tanker Operations

Stolt-Nielsen Limited

432.3

Aug 16

Abbey Logistics Group Limited

NorthEdge Capital LLP

32.0

July 16 Space Maker Stores Limited

Safestore Holdings plc

44.4

July 16 Paragon Automotive Ltd.

BCA Marketplace plc

30.0

May 16

Central Tank Terminal Co.,Ltd.

Macquarie Infrastructure and Real
Assets (Europe) Limited

19.9

Apr 16

Panther Warehousing PLC

LDC (Managers) Limited

17.0

Feb 16

CitySprint (UK) Limited

Dunedin LLP; Lloyds Development
Capital Ltd

80.0

Source: Capital IQ
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INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION
Courier Services

EV/EBITDA TARGET BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
X
- P2P provides ecommerce transportation solutions.

Road Freight

3.4 Menzies provides distribution services to the news and magazine industry.

Road Freight

8.8 TPN provides palletized freight distribution services.

Warehousing and Storage

- Yearsley provide temperature controlled storage and logistics.

Warehousing and Storage

- ABC Selfstore Services Ltd operates self-storage spaces.

Transportation of Freight

- Dicom provides logistics and courier services across North America.

Transportation Industry Software

- Transport management software provider.

Road Transportation of Freight

- Provider of commercial fleet management .

Warehousing and Storage
Road Transportation of Freight
Highways and Railtracks
Marinas
Highways and Railtracks
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- Smart Storage Ltd. offers self-storage services.
9.0 UK-based provider of logistics services.
- Connect Plus M25 Limited, through its subsidiaries, operates, manages, and
maintains motorways in Europe.
34.2 Sutton Harbour Holdings plc, together with its subsidiaries, primarily engages in
the marine activities in the United Kingdom.
- Connect Plus M25 Limited, through its subsidiaries, operates, manages, and
maintains motorways in Europe.

Warehousing and Storage

- Stork Self Storage (Holdings) Limited provides storage solutions in the United Kingdom.

Road Transportation of Freight

- Two modern Big Box logistics facilities at Prologis Park in Staffordshire is
logistics business and is located in the United Kingdom.

Road Transportation of Freight

8.8 George Walker Transport Ltd engages in the distribution of palletized goods.

Warehousing and Storage

- The Self Storage Company operates self-storage facilities.

Marine Transportation Of Freight

- Pentalver Transport Limited provides container-related services in the United
Kingdom. The company offers container storage, transportation, specialist
haulage, cargo handling, container repairs, and refrigeration services.

Warehousing and Storage

- Airport Property Partnership owns industrial warehouses.

Marine Cargo Services

- Gruppo Investimenti Portuali SPA offers port terminal srvices. The company
operates Southern European Container Hub terminal.

Road Transportation of Freight

15.3 Zenith is the UK's leading independent leasing, fleet management and vehicle
outsourcing business.

Marine Transportation Of Freight

- Chemical Tanker Operations of Jo Tankers AS comprises chemical tankers including
stainless steel ships and ships with a combination of stainless steel and coated tanks.

Road Transportation of Freight

- Abbey Logistics Group Limited is a European logistics provider operating bulk liquid tankers.

Warehousing and Storage

- Space Maker Stores Limited provides self-storage solutions to businesses and
homes in the United Kingdom.

Road Transportation of Freight

12.3 Paragon Automotive Ltd. provides outsourced new, in-life, and used vehicle
services to vehicle manufacturers and fleet operators in the United Kingdom.

Marine Transportation Of Freight

- Central Tank Terminal Co.,Ltd. offers logistic and warehouse services for
chemical and oil products.

Road Transportation of Freight

- Panther Warehousing PLC provides one-man and two-man assisted delivery services to
online and multi-channel furniture and white goods retailers and manufacturers.

Postal and Courier Delivery Services (Primary)

4.8 CitySprint (UK) Limited provides courier and logistics services to customers in
the United Kingdom and internationally. The company offers courier services.
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